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The iFunBox is a wonderful tool for performing multiple functions on mobile devices. It is very easy to use; one just has to install the app and then attach the device to the computer and click the ‘Go’ button. iOS Forensic Toolkit gives you a highly satisfying experience in managing and analyzing all the data of your device. iOS forensic tools are popular among law enforcement agencies, and software developers are often under an obligation to assist them with investigations. Sometimes, companies have to meet legitimate request of government agencies while complying with legal requirements, even if the law is not a matter of their competence.
Device and operating system-specific rules apply when extracting data from a mobile phone or tablet. Even when an extraction is performed using the same operating system, it is possible to obtain evidence that can be used for different purposes. For example, the data obtained from an Android or iOS device can be used in the investigation of a variety of crimes including: theft, burglary, robbery, fraud, contract breach, intellectual property, fraud, credit card theft, bank fraud, counterfeiting, online fraud, blackmail, embezzlement, hacking, and extortion. There are a number of ways in which a forensic extraction can be performed. For Android devices,

this involves Android Backup Extractor, while iOS forensics requires the toolkit, depending on the devices being investigated. Generally, we use Windows PCs, Macs and Linux machines to perform forensic extractions. Microsoft Access can be used to extract data from Windows mobile devices and embedded Android devices. To extract data from Android phones, it is possible to use Windows machines, Linux or Mac (i.e., Mac OS X). The source code of Elcomsoft iOS Forensic Toolkit can be downloaded from Elcomsoft website.
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